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Abstract
Electronics in aerospace applications may be subjected to very high g-loads
during normal operation. A novel micro-coil array interconnect has been studied for
increased reliability during extended duration aerospace missions in presence of high-g
loads. Ceramic area-array components have been populated with micro-coil
interconnects. The micro-coil spring (MCS) is fabricated using a beryllium copper wire
post plated with 100 µin of Sn63Pb37, 50 mils in height with a diameter of 20 mils.
Board assemblies have been subjected to high g-loads in the 0°, horizontal orientation.
The board assemblies are daisy chained.

Damage initiation and progression in the

interconnects has been measured using in-situ monitoring with high speed data
acquisition systems. Transient deformation of the board assemblies has been measured
using high-speed cameras with digital image correlation.
Multiple board assemblies have been subjected to shock tests till failure. Peak
shock pulse magnitudes range from 1,500g typical of JEDEC standard, to very high glevels of 50,000g. Board assemblies have been tested at different orientations. The MCS
interconnects are daisy chained and failures are measured using electrical continuity. A
finite element model using explicit global to local models has been used to study
interconnect reliability under shock loads. Models have been correlated with
experimental data. The reliability performance of micro-coil interconnects has been
ii

compared to column interconnects. Results have shown that the micro-coil spring array
has a higher reliability than the ceramic column grid array (CCGA). Failure modes have
been determined for both interconnect types.
Additionally, this study investigates the area of package warpage. Package-onPackage (PoP) assemblies may experience warpage during package fabrication and later
during surface mount assembly. Excessive warpage may result in loss-of-coplanarity,
open connections, misshaped joints, and reduction in package board-level reliability
(BLR) under environmental stresses of thermal cycling, shock and vibration. Previous
researchers have shown that warpage may be influenced by a number of design and
process factors including underfill properties, mold properties, package geometry,
package architecture, board configuration, underfill and mold dispense and cure
parameters, and package location in the molding panel.
In this study, warpage has been measured using shadow moiré interferometery
and an optical full-field measurement technique called DIC or digital image correlation.
Finite element models have been created and correlated with experimental data to create
a baseline model. Investigation on the effects of materials selection, package dimensions,
and material properties has been conducted by altering the baseline finite element model.
The material properties (CTE1, CTE2, E1 and E2) have all been varied for each material
found in the PoP package including the epoxy molding compound, the substrate core, and
the die. The effects of die thickness and geometry have also been investigated. A
sensitivity analysis has been performed to determine the relative influences each
parameter has on package warpage.
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1.

1.1

Introduction

What is electronic packaging?
Over the past few decades, technology has become more integrated into the daily

lives of the human population. Cell phones have become common place whereas they
used to be a novelty less than twenty years ago. This trend of electronic integration is not
only occurring at the consumer level but almost in every industry.

With such an

increased reliance on electronics, the cost, manufacturing, and reliability of electronic
devices has become a key area of concern. Computational functionality of devices has
grown at a rapid pace especially with the creation of the integrated circuit chip.
Electronic packaging is an art based on science of placing and interconnecting
different levels of electronic systems. The process of electronic packaging begins with
the creation of integrated circuits on a semiconductor material.

Silicon, due to its

semiconductor nature, is often used in electronic devices. The first step in the process of
creating a silicon based integrated circuit chip involves the cutting of silicon wafer into
smaller pieces to form what is called the “chip”. The chip is housed in a chip container
or carrier. Interconnections between the chip and the carrier are made using wire bonds
made of a conductive material such as gold.

Tiny solder bumps have also been

developed used a means of interconnection between the chip and carrier. The assembly
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consisting of the chip and its carrier is called a first level package. The second level
package consists of one or more chip carriers connected to a printed circuit board (PCB).
Printed circuit boards have conductive wire traces that are routed throughout the board to
create an electrical connection between different electrical components. The third level
package consists of several PCBs connected to a bus or motherboard. The PCBs are
interconnected using edge connectors that allow communication between the multiple
PCBs. The hierarchy of packages used in electronic packaging can be seen in Figure 1-1.

Silicon
wafer
First level
package
Chip

Second level package
(Printed circuit board)

Third level package
(Mother board)

Figure 1-1: Electronic packaging hierarchy
2

The reliability of the secondary level interconnects is a key area of concern.
Second level electronic packages are generally attached to PCBs either as through-hole
components or surface mounted components. Most early forms of electronic packaging
used through-hole connectors to make the connection from first level electronics (the chip
carrier) to second level electronics (the PCB). The chip is generally attached on top of a
metallic lead frame. The lead frame is bent to form pin connectors which are pressed
through a hole in the PCB.
Increasing demands for miniaturization and functionality brought about the
creation of surface of mounted devices (SMD).

Surface mount technology (SMT)

involves placing the components on the surface of the board using landing pads and
solder attachments instead of using a through hole interconnect. The number of inputs
and outputs are greatly increased since both sides of the boards can be used and a higher
density of interconnects can be placed on the board. The earlier forms SMDs utilized
perimeter based leads. Some examples of perimeter based lead packages are the small
outline package (SOP) and the quad flat package (QFP). These surface mount devices
often used gull wing interconnects based of a metallic lead frame as a means of
interconnection. Finer lead pitch could be achieved by using gull wings interconnects.
Another type of electronic package developed for SMT applications is the area array
package type. Area array packages utilize the area under the package for interconnection
purposes. Copper pads on the package side are often connected to landing pads on PCB
using solder interconnects.

Common area array package types that use solder

interconnects include the ball grid array (BGA) and the column grid arrays (CGA).
Recently, increasing demands for higher functionality and performance have resulted in
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the development of even newer packaging types such as stacked-chip packages, 3D
packages, and chip on board packages (COB). These increases in functionality and
performance have also resulted in more concerns about reliability.

1.2

Reliability issues at the second level of interconnection
Many reliability issues exist for the second level of interconnection and are more

present than ever with the creation of the high functionality technologies such as package
on package (PoP), chip on board (COB), and stacked die packages. Electronic packages
are often exposed to many different environments and loadings. Failures in electronic
packages may be the result of thermal, mechanical, electrical, or manufacturing issues.
Thermally induced failures in electronics packages often occur due to a mismatch in the
coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE). Electronic packages are made up of different
layers of materials including the molding compound, a laminate substrate, a silicon die,
silicon adhesive, and solder interconnects.

Figure 1-2 is a cross section schematic

showing the different layers of a common type of electronic package, the ball grid array
(BGA).

Failure in the BGA often occurs at the solder ball level due to the large

mismatch in the CTE between the silicon die and the printed circuit board (PCB). The
die has a much lower CTE compared to the PCB and will expand more slowly compared
to the PCB which results in thermally induced stresses occurring in the solder ball
interconnect. This becomes more of problem in electronic packages exposed to thermal
cycling environments where temperatures change from very high to very low. The
thermal cycling of electronic packages can cause fatigue and often times failures in the
electronic package.

4

Molding
compound

Silicon die

Die adhesive
Substrate

Printed circuit board
Solder interconnects
Figure 1-2: Different layers of common electronic package
Defects and failures may occur at the manufacturing level as well. One of the key
concerns with the creation of surface mounted devices is the issue of co-planarity. Coplanarity is the relative out of plane distance between the printed circuit boards the solder
interconnects. Although the PCB and electronic package may appear to be flat, small
bumps and flaws often exist.

Permanent warpage of the printed circuit board and

electronic package may occur due to thermal processing. As a result of warpage, faulty
solder joints may occur during the manufacturing process.

Figure 1-3 shows an

exaggerated schematic where solder joints have not been properly attached to the printed
circuit board as a result of warpage in the electronic package.
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Warped
package

Faulty solder joints

Printed circuit board
Figure 1-3: Warpage based solder joint failures
Mechanical failures may occur due to mishandling of electronic components
during operation. The dropping of a cell phone and the crashing of car are examples of
scenarios where the electronic package may fail due to mechanical loads. Electronic
components must be able to withstand the vibration and shock that occurs during these
types of events to ensure high reliability and continued functionality.

In certain

applications such as military operations, avionics, and space travel, the vibration and
shock is expected. For these applications ultra-high reliability components are required
since failure of electronic packages may result in loss of money or even lives. In this
study, reliability concerns are investigated for ultra-high level reliability components
under high-g loading.

1.3

Shock Testing of Electronic Packages
Electronic packages exposed to mechanical shocks often fail at the secondary

level of interconnection. Failure may occur in the electronic package if the electronic
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packages have not been tested for reliability under those test conditions. To determine the
reliability of electronic packages during actual shock events, controlled testing in a
laboratory environment is required.

One way of testing for shock reliability is by

performing drop tests. Drop tests are performed using drop towers where electronic
assemblies are mounted and dropped from a certain height in order to achieve the desired
impact level.
The Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC) has developed a
guideline for performing drop tests to ensure the repeatability of the drop test.

One such

classification is outlined in the JEDEC standard, JESD22-B111. This standard defines
the drop test according to the change in acceleration occurring during the impact event.
The desired acceleration pulse should be in the shape of a half-sine wave and consist of a
specified pulse duration time. The standard also dictates that the electronic assemblies
need to be in free fall. Figure 1-4 shows the desired pulse shape specified by the JEDEC
standard.
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Acceleration (g’s)

Amplitude
Pulse duration

Time (seconds)
Figure 1-4: JEDEC acceleration pulse
The shape and pulse duration of the acceleration reading is dependent on many
things including the electronic package mass, the pulse shaping material, the lubrication
of the guide rods, height of the drop distance, and the acceleration of the package. These
variables must be controlled in order to achieve a repeatable acceleration reading for
every test case.

Consumer grade electronic packages are often tested at a 1,500g

acceleration level. Ultra-high reliability electronics require testing at higher g-levels.
Testing at high-g levels has not been extensively explored in research.

Very little

literature exists on the reliability of electronic packages exposed to ultra high-g levels. In
this study, ultra-high reliability components are tested at very high-g levels to determine
the shock level reliability.
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1.4

The Finite Element Method (FEM)
Finite element modeling is an attempt to mathematically represent a real-world

occurrence. Equations can often times be used to determine a closed form solution to a
problem. More complex problems may be harder to solve. The finite element method
can be used to approximate the actual solution to a problem. Mathematical solutions are
most desired in scenarios where experimental testing is either impossible or not cost
effective. Finite element analysis is a technique that makes the analysis of complex
structures possible. Finite element analysis involves the discretization of continuum
models into discrete finite element sections governed by specific material models.
Individual finite elements can be visualized as small pieces of a larger structure. The
points of connection between different elements are called nodes. The arrangement of
elements to form a complete structure is usually called a “mesh” scheme. The finite
element method uses algebraic equations to solve for unknown variables at the nodal
locations. The unknown variable can be any number of things including spatial location,
temperature, stress, and strain. The unknowns for each element are solved in a peacewise function to determine a field-value solution for the entire body. At best, the finite
element solution is an approximation of the actual solution, but results can be improved
by using appropriate element types and increased mesh density.

Figure 1-5 is a

schematic showing the steps used for a simple finite element analysis. Finite element
modeling of transient events, such as drop events, is very challenging due to the
instantaneous response that is required of the model. In this study, finite element analysis
is used to explore stress and strain values that could not be experimentally determined.
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Real-life structure

Analytical Model
Numerical approximation

Figure 1-5: FEA approximation

1.5

Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
Digital image correlation is a non-contact, optical method for measuring

deformation of an object.

Traditionally, strain gages have been used to measure

deformation during transient events. Digital image correlation is superior to traditional
strain gages for applications where contact with the specimen in not desired or where full
field data is desired. The image processing technique works by comparing undeformed
and deformed images and calculating the deformation based on pixel movement. Gray
value patterns in small subsets of the deformed and undeformed images are determined.
Figure 1-6 shows a schematic of the deformation and pixel tracking occurring during a
digital image correlation analysis. Specimens are usually coated in white paint and
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speckle coated with black spots. The tracking of pixels is much easier when distinct pixel
recognition is possible. An example of speckle coated specimen is also shown in Figure
1-6.

Figure 1-6: Deformation tracking
The deformation results obtained from DIC can be used to determine the full-field strain
state of the specimen. Strain measurements using traditional strain gages can be used as a
way to correlate and verify the accuracy of the digital image correlation analysis.
Calculation of strains is of great importance during transient events such as drop and
shock. Images must be captured in the specimen during testing. This can be a difficult
task during transient events since the occurrence of deformation occurs under such a
short period of time. High speed cameras operating at very high frame rates must be used
in order to capture the deformation of such events accurately.

Two dimensional

deformations can be calculated using DIC and only one camera. Capturing of three
dimensional deformations requires the use of two cameras. Calibration of these cameras
must be performed before testing. The resulting full field data from the DIC analysis can
11

be used to evaluate localized strain and deformation values at certain points on the
deformation contour. Figure 1-7 shows a schematic of the processes of performing a
digital image correlation analysis for a 3D deformation state. Previously the feasibility of
using DIC for transient strain measurements in electronic assemblies has been
demonstrated [Lall 2007a-e, 2008a-d]. In this study, digital image correlation is used to
calculate the strains during high g-level drop testing and to observe thermally induced
package deformation in high temperature environments.
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Tested
object

Calibrated
cameras

Loading

Displacement
Contour
Figure 1-7: DIC experimental set up
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1.6

Thesis Objective
The research presented in this thesis studies the impacts of environmental effects
on reliability of electronic components. The primary focus of the paper is on the
reliability of second level solder interconnects.

The reliability of second level

interconnects is a major area of concern. Solder joints will often fail due to cracking,
shearing, and fatigue. This study aims to investigate the reliability of a new, novel
type of interconnect called the micro-coil spring and compare the reliability
performance of the micro-coil spring a more common interconnect type, the solder
column interconnect. This study also investigates the effects of materials selection,
manufacturing dimensions, and temperature conditions on package warpage. Both
investigations utilize the finite element method to explore conditions which are not
experimentally feasible.
Chapter 2 investigates the current state of art for the various techniques used in
this study. The section outlines the available literature pertaining to this research
topic. Since a major portion of this study deals with the reliability of second level
interconnects, much of the reviewed literature in this section relates to the
investigation of second level interconnect reliability.

Literature pertaining to

reliability of second level interconnects during drop and shock events is outlined.
Board-level reliability of common solder interconnects such as BGAs are outlined in
particular. This section also outlines the current state of art for package warpage
measurement and control. Techniques used in this study, such as digital image
correlation (DIC) and the finite element method (FEM), are outlined as well.
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Chapter 3 presents a study investigating the reliability of a novel type of
interconnect, the micro-coil spring (MCS), during drop and shock testing. The
primary aim of the study is to compare the reliability of the MCS interconnect with
that of a more industry standard interconnect, the column grid array. The chapter
describes the tests carried out to determine the reliability of each interconnect type.
Reliability of the interconnects under very high g-loads is reported. Also, the effect
of board orientation on reliability is investigated. Failure analysis of the parts is
conducted to determine the modes of failure for both types of interconnect. Finally,
the stress concentrations on the interconnect level is investigated using the finite
element method.
In chapter 4, a study investigating the warpage of package on package
(PoP) components is presented. Optical methods of measurements such as digital
image correlation (DIC) and shadow moiré interferometery are used to measure the
warpage of the package during the test. The study investigates the effects of various
process conditions and materials selections on warpage. In particular, the study aims
to determine the warpage during reflow temperatures. Finite element models are
analyzed and correlated with experimental values. The finite element models are
used to determine the effects that material properties and package architecture have
on warpage. Lastly, a sensitivity analysis is presented to determine the influence
each parameter has on package warpage. In the concluding section, Chapter 5, a
summary of the studies performed in this thesis is presented and the scope of
possible future work is also presented.
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2.

2.1

Literature Review

Drop and Shock Testing
Electronics may often be subjected to drop and shock conditions during normal

operation. Portable electronics are extremely susceptible to experiencing drop events
especially in the current age of cell phones and tablets. These devices are often dropped
during handling.

The shock may result in the failure on electronics.

Previously,

researchers have conducted tests on consumer grade electronics to show that the angle of
impact is an important parameter to consider for reliability testing of a product [Liu 2005,
Seah 2002, Lall 2006b]. One of the most susceptible locations of failure is the second
level of interconnects.

It is important to understand and characterize not only the

dynamics involved during a shock even but also the failure mechanisms. Accurate
testing of electronic components can give important insight into a product’s reliability.
This can be a critical aspect of ensuring long term survivability. The effect of component
position, drop orientation, package type, number of screws mounted on PCB, PCB
bending, solder material, drop height, PCB size and shape, and flatness of contact surface
on reliability during drop testing have been evaluated by researchers [Tee 2004]. Other
researchers have also investigated the variability of reliability with drop height, tightness
of screw, number of screws, and number of pulse shaping layers [Luan 2003].
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The JEDEC drop test specified by the JESD22-B111 standard is a common drop
tests performed for electronic devices. The JEDEC standard specifies the drop test by
according to the pulse shape and board configuration. One of the most commonly used
test conditions is the JEDEC Condition B (1500 Gs, 0.5 millisecond duration, half-sine
pulse), as listed in JESD22-B110 Table 1 or in JESD22-B104-B Table 1 [JEDEC 2003].
The test standard specifies that the test vehicle should be mounted with the package side
facing downwards to create a more critical loading condition [Yeh 2004]. The standard
states that the drop orientation should be horizontal or at zero degrees during the drop
test. Figure 2-1 shows the schematic of a drop test as specified by the JEDEC JESDB111. Although the standard is widely used, researchers have pointed out that the
standard has certain limitations such as too many redundant loading conditions.
Researchers have pointed out that the redundant loading conditions may result in reduced
sample sizes. It has been shown that this limitation can be overcome by using an
alternative board design with only one loading condition and large sampling size [Zhao
2007].
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Guide Rods
Base Plate
Drop Table

Strike Surface

Rigid Base

Figure 2-1: JEDEC test apparatus
Drop testing at high-g levels above the JEDEC standard is a relatively new area of
research. Testing of electronic components at higher g-levels is meant for ultra-high
reliability components.

High g-levels on the drop tower are achieved by using an

attachment fixture called the dual mass shock amplifier (DMSA). Previously researchers
have conducted high-g level testing of electronic components using the DMSA with
successful results [Douglas 2009-2010, Meng 2012]. These studies have shown that the
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DMSA is a viable option for high-G level testing of electronic components. The studies
have also shown that finite element modeling of the high-g transient is possible.

2.2

Finite Element Modeling of Transient Events
Finite element modeling is used in situations where experimental testing of

products is either too complex or too costly. The FE method has been used to predict the
areas of stress concentrations and strain values in solder interconnects. Normally strain
measurements at the second level of interconnection are impossible due to the small size
of solder interconnects. The finite element method allows insight into the stress state and
possible failure mechanisms of the solder joints.

Predicted failure modes can be

compared to actual failure modes to determine the validity of the finite element model.
The results obtained from the finite element analysis can be correlated with experimental
results at the board level to ensure that the model is accurately simulating the event.
Prediction of transient dynamic events has previously been investigated using
equivalent layers models [Gu 2005], smeared property models [Lall 2004, 2005],
conventional shell with Timoshenko-beam element Model and the continuum shell with
Timoshenko-beam Element Model [Lall 2006a,b, 2007a - E , 2008a – d ], implicit global
models [Irving 2004, Pitaressi 2004], global-local sub-models [Tee 2003, Wong 2003,
Zhu 2001, 2003, 2004] and implicit transient analysis with Input-G Method [Luan 2004].
Material deformation under high strain rates, previously, has been incorporated in
simulation frameworks using linear-elastic models and elastic-plastic models [Lall 2004,
2005, 2006a-c, 2007a-e, 2008a-d, Xie 2002, 2003, Wu 1998, 2000] for interconnects.
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The primary driver in failure of second level interconnects in electronic
components during transient events is the flexing and bending of the PCB. Researchers
have used the finite element method to examine the plastic strain occurring in solder
joints during a drop and shock event and have used a plastic damage criterion to identify
the location of potential failure points in BGA assemblies [Zhu 2005]. Chip scale
packages (CSP) have also been evaluated using finite element analysis to show that the
critical location during testing is the corner copper wire [Wang 2004]. Since bending is
the driving factor behind failure during drop events, researchers have explored using
three-point and four-point bending tests to develop a reliability model of chip scale
packages under curvature load conditions [Shetty 2003].

2.3

Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
Because of their small size, it is not always feasible to place measurement devices

directly on test specimens.

Test samples may be subjected to extreme loads and

temperatures that affect the measurement accuracy of surface mounted measurement
techniques such as a strain gage. Non-contact measurement techniques may be preferred
over contact methods in situations where either the test specimen is unable to be accessed
physically or the test conditions are too severe to allow direct contact with the specimen.
Digital image correlation (DIC) is an optical, non-contact, technique that can be used to
measure deformation of objects. DIC works by tracking a geometric location on an
image and determining the relative displacement of the location based on deformed
images. DIC has a huge advantage over normal point measurement techniques such as
strain gages since it is capable of extracting full field deformation and strain data.
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Previously researchers have evaluated the effects of speckle pattern creation on accuracy
of extracting the deformation values and strain value [Zhou 2001, Amodio 2003,
Srinivasan 2005].
DIC has been used in electronic packaging to calculate full field deformations and
deformation gradient in electronics [Lall 2007c, 2008b-d, 2009, Miller 2007, Park
2007a,b, 2008]. Digital image correlation also been employed for evaluation of stresses
and strain in flip-chip dies under thermal loading [Kehoe 2006], to study deformations in
printed circuit assemblies for mobile devices [Lall 2007, Miller 2007, Park 2007],
material characterization [Park 2007] and for calculating stresses in solder interconnects
of BGA packages under thermal loading conditions [Zhou 2001, Yogel 2001, Zhang
2004, Zhang 2005, Sun 2006]. DIC has also been used for evaluating elastic modulus of
underfill materials at elevated temperatures during four-point bending tests [Park 2007a,
Shi 2007]. DIC based strain measurements technique has been demonstrated to be useful
for transient strain measurement in electronic assemblies, in the presence of rigid body
motion [Lall 2007, 2008].

2.4

Package Warpage
Warpage of both the electronic package and printed circuit board have become a

critical area of concern since the widespread use of surface mount technology in
electronics. Co-planarity issues will often occur because of warpage.

Electronic

packages with co-planarity issues can cause faulty solder joint connections. Warpage in
electronic packages may occur as a result of manufacturing processes and thermal
loading. The handling of components during the manufacturing process often leaves a
residual stress in the electronic package that causes warpage of the package. This is often
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true of epoxy molded components where the molding compound tends to shrink quicker
that the substrate resulting in a smiley face up warpage configuration. Warpage may also
occur during thermal loading because of the mismatch in CTEs between the different
layers of the electronic package. The mismatch can cause certain layers of the electronic
package to expand faster than others. This mismatch causes warpage to occur. This
behavior is of critical importance during high temperature operations such as solder
reflow where inadequate co-planarity can easily result in a faulty solder joint.
The JEDEC standard JESD22-B112A defines warpage according the convex or
concave shape of the warped package. Warpage is typically measured along the diagonal
of the electronic package.

The standard specifies the positive or negative sign

convention of the warpage value according to the shape of the warpage. A convex
warpage has a positive value while a concave warpage has a negative value. The sign
convention specified in the test standard is shown in Figure 2-2. Warpage measurements
can be taken using various techniques including shadow moiré, digital image correlation
(DIC), laser reflection, and projection moiré [JEDEC 2011]. The standard defines the
measurement conditions for digital image correlation (DIC). Digital image correlation
uses a two camera system in conjunction with glass window thermal chamber.

A

schematic showing the experimental apparatus prescribed by the JEDEC standard is
shown in Figure 2-3.

Convex (+) Warpage

Concave (-) Warpage

Figure 2-2: Warpage sign convention
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Cameras

Viewing
window

Thermal
chamber

Sample

Figure 2-3: Test apparatus set up
Researchers have examined the effects of the injection mold cure time (IMC) and
post mold cure time (PMC) on warpage using visco-elastic finite element models
[Amagai 2010]. Researchers have shown that materials selection is critical for warpage
control. The multiple layers of the electronic package including the mold, substrate, die,
and die attach all play a key role in the effect of warpage. Research has been done to
study the effects of the epoxy molding compound, die attach, die thickness, and mold cap
thickness on warpage [Carson 2007]. Studies have also shown that the shadow moiré
technique is an accurate method of measuring warpage in electronic packages [Yen
2008].

Digital image correlation (DIC) has shown to be an accurate form of

measurement for thermal warpage occurring in an electronic package [Blackshear 2010].
Finite element modeling has been proven effective in predicting the variation of warpage
with respect to different material properties such as substrates, molding compound, and
die attach [Tzeng 2007, Sun 2008].
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3.

Modeling and Reliability Characterization of Area Array Electronics Subjected to
High-G Mechanical Shock Up To 50,000g at Multiple Orientations

3.1

Introduction

Electronics in aerospace, avionics, and military applications may be subject to very
high g-loads.

Ultra-high reliability components are necessary for long-term human

presence in space. Conventional drop towers have a limit of 5,000g. To facilitate the
need for higher g-levels, an additional fixture that will allow up to 100,000g called the
dual-mass shock amplifier (DMSA) has been used. The DMSA increases the mass and
inertia-loading imparted by the table to create a larger amplitude pulse.

Failure is

analyzed at the second level of interconnects. Second-level interconnect reliability is a
major area of concern in the electronics industry. During drop testing, components can
often fail due to pad cratering, solder joint failure, underfill fillet failures, chip cracking,
and copper trace failure.
System-level reliability response is influenced by various factors such as the shock
height, orientation of shock, and variations in product and board design [Lim 2002,
2003]. The complex physical architecture typical of electronic products makes it
necessary to test solder joint reliability and dominant failure interfaces in various
orientations at the product level. The small size of the solder interconnections makes it
difficult to mount strain gages at the board-joint interface in order to measure field
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quantities and derivatives of field quantities such as displacement and strain. In the
current assembly, the addition of the micro-coil interconnect increases the interconnect
compliance, and is intended to decouple the component from the printed circuit board. It
is expected that the interconnect design will enable the airborne and space electronics to
survive the accelerations encountered during launch, separation and re-entry.
Prediction of transient dynamic events has previously been investigated using
equivalent layers models [Gu 2005], smeared property models [Lall 2004, 2005],
conventional shell with Timoshenko-beam element model and the continuum shell with
a,b

a-e

a-d

Timoshenko-beam Element Model [Lall 2006 , 2007 , 2008 ], implicit global models
[Irving 2004, Pitaressi 2004], and global-local sub-models [Tee 2003, Wong 2003, Zhu
2001, 2003, 2004]. Material deformation under high strain rates, previously, has been
incorporated in simulation frameworks using linear-elastic models and elastic-plastic
models [Lall 2004, 2005, 2006a-c, 2007a-e, 2008a-d, Xie 2002, 2003, Wu 1998, 2000]
for interconnects.
Digital image correlation (DIC) has been used in the electronics industry in the past
for various applications. DIC has been used to measure deformation gradient and full
b

field displacement in electronic assemblies subjected to drop and shock [Lall 2007 ,
a,b

a,b

2008 , Miller 2007, Park 2007 , 2008], damping ratio on the surface of the board
[Peterson 2008] examination of velocity rotation, bending on portable products subjected
to impact test [Scheijgrond 2005], stresses in solder interconnects of BGA packages
under thermal loading [Bieler 2006, Rajendra 2002, Sun 2006, Xu 2006, Yogel 2001,
Zhang 2005, Zhou 2001], stresses and strain in flip-chip die under thermal loading
[Kehoe 2006].

In this study, DIC is used to calculate deformation of the board
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assemblies during the drop event.
A JEDEC form factor board has been tested. In addition to the micro-coil spring
(MCS) components, the packages tested include leaded components, micro-lead frame
components, ball grid arrays, through-hole components, transistors, plastic grid arrays,
and ceramic grid arrays. The focus of the paper will be the reliability of the ceramic
MCS grid array. Assemblies have been subjected to varying g-levels at a 0°, horizontal
orientation. Benchmark tests are run to determine appropriate test levels. In consumer
products, the JEDEC drop-test [JESD22-B111 2003] is used to address board-level
reliability of components, which involves subjecting the board to a 1500g, 0.5 ms pulse
in the horizontal orientation. In this study, the three test levels used for the horizontal
orientation include 30,000g, 40,000g, and 50,000g. Continuity has been monitored insitu using daisy chained components and a wheat-stone bridge configuration. Transient
strains and displacements are measured using high speed cameras in conjunction with
DIC software. Reliability-performance for MCS interconnects subjected to the various
high g-levels is determined and compared to solder column interconnects. Failure modes
are determined.

3.2

Test-Vehicles
A JEDEC form factor test board is used with dimensions 132mm×77mm×1.5mm.

The component layout is different than a traditional JEDEC form-factor test board and
has been modified to accommodate the components in the end application. The test
board has a total of 32 components with 14 unique component types. The test board and
component types are shown in Figure 3-1.
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MLF28

D2PAK

SO20GT

MLF16

Through Hole
Resistors

SOT23

Diodes

100TQFP

3528SMTA
CABGA196

3216SMTA
734SMTA

SO14GT

Ceramic
Package

Figure 3-1: Test Board
Two types of board assemblies have been manufactured. Only the interconnect
type for the ceramic package is changed between the two-types of board assemblies. In
board assembly-A, the ceramic area array package is populated with a micro-coil springs,
while the other assembly, termed as board assembly B has solder column interconnects.
The component with the micro-coil springs and the component with ceramic columns has
a 20x20 array of interconnects with a pitch of 1 mm. The MCS are fabricated using a 3.4
mil diameter beryllium copper core wire post plated with 100 µin of tin lead (Sn63Pb37).
The springs have a diameter of 20 mils and are 50 mils in length. The coils have a pitch
of 10 mils. There are two to three closed coils at the ends of the springs. A 6-mil stencil
has been used to attach the MCS at both the PCB and ceramic sides. Tin-lead solder
stenciled on the printed circuit board has been used to attach interconnects [Strickland
2011]. A side by side schematic of spring dimensions and the actual MCS interconnect is
shown in Figure 2. The solder columns are made with Sn5Pb95 and are attached with
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Sn10Pb90 using an 8-mil stencil.

The two different alloys of tin-lead solder have

different melting temperatures. The melting temperature of the column solder is high so
the actual column of solder does not melt during reflow processes. They have a height of
87 mils and a diameter of 18 mils. The solder column interconnect is shown in Figure 4.
An aluminum mass is attached to the ceramic substrate to simulate the mass of an active
ceramic package.

50

20

*Dimensions are in mils
Figure 3-2: Schematic of the MCS Interconnect
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18

87

Figure 3-3: Column Interconnect
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3.3

Experimental Set-up
Previously, test assemblies have been subjected to 1500g, half millisecond pulses in
a

b

accordance with the JESD22-B111 test standard [Lall 2004, 2006 , 2006 ]. Proper pulse
shape has been achieved through adjusting both the drop height and pulse shaping
material between the two surfaces. The Lansmont Model-23 drop tower is used for the
drop tests. Figure 3 shows a test vehicle mounted on the drop tower and a schematic of
the high speed camera acquisition system. High speed cameras have been used to
monitor the transient deformation of the board during a 1500g drop test. Figure 3-5
shows the deformation of the board captured by the high speed camera. High speed
camera images are also used for DIC.

Figure 3-4: Drop Test Setup
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a

b

c

Figure 3-5: 1500g board deformation (a) undeformed (b) negative deflection (c)
positive deflection
Daisy chained packages are monitored using a high-speed data acquisition system at a
high sampling rate. The drop event is also simultaneously monitored with high speed
video cameras operating up to 15,000 frames per second. Failures are defined in
accordance with the IPC-SM785 standard. A Wheatstone bridge configuration is used to
monitor the continuity of the packages. The repeatability of the drop test has been
verified. Figure 3-6 shows the repeatability of the pulse shape during multiple drop tests.
There is only a 4% error between the first drop and the 250th drop.
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Acceleration vs. Time

±4%

Figure 3-6: Drop test repeatability

Horizontal Orientation High-G Experimental Set-up using a DMSA
To achieve g-levels above 5000g, a special fixture termed the Dual Mass Shock
Amplifier (DMSA) has been used for this test. A schematic of the DMSA can be seen in
Figure 3-7. In this paper, the DMSA has been used at magnitudes up to 50,000g. The
base fixture is attached to the drop tower table using connectors.

Acceleration is

monitored for the secondary drop table. Pulse shaping materials are used to achieve the
desired pulse shape and peak acceleration for the base fixture and the secondary table.
The pulse duration of a high-g drop test is much shorter than a 1,500g test. During a
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high-G test, bungee cords are used to accelerate the test vehicle to impact instead of
allowing a free fall drop. Test boards are mounted on the secondary drop table on the
DMSA. The initial impact of the base table reverses the velocity of the base fixture while
the secondary table keeps falling down. The second impact occurs when the base fixture
and secondary drop table collide. Dampers and springs are used to control the motion of
the secondary drop table. The guide rods on the DMSA are lubricated before each drop
test session to ensure consistent accelerations are achieved.

Springs and
Dampers

Test Board
Secondary
Table
Point of
Impact
Guide Rods
Base
Fixture
Figure 3-7: Dual Mass Shock Amplifier (DMSA)
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Figure 3-8 shows a schematic comparison between a standard drop test and a high-G drop
test using a DMSA. A standard drop tower set up consists of three main components:
base table, seismic table, and pulse shaper. The high-g setup includes a secondary drop
table with springs and dampers attached. The secondary drop table requires its own pulse
shaping material. Previously, g-levels above 5,000 could not be achieved due to the
limitations of the drop tower. According to the manufacturer, there is a risk of shearing
connectors if threshold levels are exceeded. The DMSA has been developed to allow
testing above 5,000g without risk of mechanical failure in the drop tower. Brown,
conical, plastic pulse shapers have been used to reduce the g-level on the base table at the
initial impact. The secondary impact occurring between the secondary drop table on the
DMSA and the base table of the drop tower is where the higher g-levels are achieved.
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Guide Rods
Base table
Pulse
Shaper
Location
Seismic
Table
Pneumatic
dampers

Figure 3-8: Standard drop test set up vs. high-g test set up
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Vertical Orientation Experimental Set-up
Drop testing for components in the vertical orientation is achieved by using a
custom built fixture. The experimental set up is the same as a JEDEC standard 1500g
with the exception of using a specialized fixture. The fixture allows for the mounting of
JEDEC form factor board assemblies in the vertical, 90° orientation. The fixture is
shown in Figure 3-9. As shown in the figure, the drop direction is still the same as a
horizontal orientation test but the board orientation is different. The board is mounted
using stand-off screw holes.

A mounting hole for an accelerometer has also been

threaded into the fixture to allow monitoring of the acceleration during drop test. The test
levels used for this orientation are 2000g, 2250g, and 2500g. Pulse shape and peak
acceleration is achieved by adjusting the drop height and pulse shaping material. A
schematic of the drop test set up for the vertical orientation with the custom built fixture
is shown in Figure 3-10.
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Standoff Locations

X
Y
Z

Accelerometer
Mounting Hole

Drop Direction

Figure 3-9: Custom drop fixture for vertical drop testing
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Figure 3-10: Drop test set-up for vertical orientation

3.4

Benchmark Testing

Benchmark tests are performed to determine the appropriate levels to perform the drop
tests. Criteria examined during benchmark tests include strain, package continuity, and
deflection. Package continuity is monitored using a high speed data acquisition system in
conjunction with a wheat stone bridge configuration. Deflection contours are observed
with DIC. High speed cameras are used to observe package deflection during a high-G
drop. The test levels used for the horizontal orientation benchmark test are 10,000g,
20,000g, 30,000g, and 40,000g.
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Horizontal Orientation Benchmark Testing

Un-deformed

10000G

40000G

Figure 3-11: Peak deflection close up
High speed cameras were used to capture the deflection occurring during the benchmark
tests for the horizontal orientation. Figure 7 is a close-up captured image of the peak
deflection for the minimum and maximum levels of the benchmark tests, 10,000g and
40,000g respectively. The board deflection at 40,000g is much higher and will result in
higher strains at the board level and the secondary interconnect level. Figure 8 and
Figure 9 show a comparison of the transient deformation of the board assembly at shocklevels between 10,000g to 40,000g. There is a progressive increase in board deflection as
the shock level is increased from the minimum to the maximum. Significantly higher
deflections are observed at 40,000g. Figure 10 shows a detailed sequential break down of
the deflection occurring during a 40,000g drop test.

Figure 10a shows the initial

deformation that occurs in the negative direction while Figure 10b shows the reverse
deflection that occurs immediately after the initial deflection. Figure 11 shows the board
mounted on the DMSA during 40,000g test. The un-deformed state is pictured in Figure
11a and the maximum board deflection is pictured in Figure 11b. Figure 11a and Figure
11b are also pictured side by side to show the large deflection occurring during these
drop tests. High speed videos confirm that larger deflections occur during the 40,000g
drop test compared to the standard 1,500g JEDEC drop test.
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Figure 3-12: Board deflection for benchmark test
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Figure 3-13: Board deflection side view
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a

b

Figure 3-14: Detailed board deflection
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a

b

a

b
Figure 3-15: 40,000g (a) Un-deformed (b) Deformed
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Deformation on the board is measured using a strain gage. The strain gage is
mounted at the center of the printed circuit board on the bottom side, the side with no
components. The strain gage has been mounted at this position since the maximum board
level strains occur at the center of the printed circuit board. The effect of high-g testing
on strain value has been evaluated by comparing strain values between a JEDEC standard
1500g drop test and a high-g drop test of 50,000g. The strain comparisons show that a
much larger strain occurs during the 50,000g test. Figure 3-16 shows the strain levels
observed at the center of the test board on the PCB on the bottom side for the two drop
test configurations. Strain is measured along the length of the board. Significantly higher
strains are observed for the high-g test case. The printed circuit board is experiencing
nearly twice the amount of strain during the high-g drop.

8
6

Strain (10-3)

4

2
0

2

-2
-4

Peak strain
1,500g

3.331

50,000g

7.251

-6
-8

6

1,500g
50,000g
Time (ms)

Figure 3-16: Strain comparison 1500g vs 50,000g
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8

The benchmark results are used as standard to determine the appropriate test levels. The
height limitations of the drop tower will allow a maximum testing level of 50,000g.
Accordingly, the maximum test level used for this study is 50,000g. A low-level and
mid-level shock event has been used to study the effects of g-loading on interconnect
reliability. The low, mid, and high shock levels are 30,000g, 40,000g, and 50,000g
respectively. A plot showing the acceleration of the fixture at each test level is shown in
Figure 3-17.
High-G Acceleration Test Levels

60000
50000
30000G

40000

Acceleration (g)

40000G
30000

50000G

20000
10000
0
0.00015

0.000175

0.0002

0.000225

0.00025

-10000

-20000

Time (s)
Figure 3-17: High-G acceleration test levels
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Vertical Orientation Benchmark Testing
High speed cameras were used to capture the deflection of the packages during
the benchmark tests for the vertical orientation. A zoom lens attachment is used to
observe the deformation of the micro-coil spring and column interconnects.

Large

deflections were observed in the micro-coil spring interconnect ceramic package. Figure
3-18 shows captured frames depicting one cycle of deflection for the MCS interconnects
during a 2000g vertical orientation drop test. Figure 3-19 shows a close-up view of the
MCS interconnects along with a schematic showing the direction of the spring during
each phase. Compression and extension of the springs is observed. Figure 3-20 shows
the deflection of the column interconnects for a 2000g drop in the vertical orientation.
Very little deflection is observed.

Figure 3-18: MCS deformation for a 2000g drop
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Figure 3-19: MCS deflection close-up
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Figure 3-20: Column interconnect deformation for a 2000g drop

3.5

MCS vs. CCGA: Reliability Analysis
Strain comparisons have been made for the different test levels to determine the

effect g-loadings have on strain levels for the printed circuit board. The strains are
measured at the center of the board on the bottom side. The strain gage is oriented along
the length of the board to measure strain along the x-direction. Measurements have been
taken at the center of the board since the largest strains will occur at this location during a
drop event. Peak strain values have been reported on a table in the figure as well. The
peak strain values increase as the test levels increase.
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Figure 3-21: Strain comparison for high-g test levels

Horizontal Orientation Reliability Results
Reliability of both the MCS and the CCGA board assemblies have been analyzed using
daisy chained in conjunction with a high speed data acquisition system. Resistance of the
packages has been monitored using a modified wheat stone bridge configuration. The
failures have been defined using the IPC-SM785 standard. The failure data for both
board assemblies have been reported in table format in Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-23. The
failures have been reported for the low, mid, and high test levels. Each cell in the table
represents a tested sample. Five samples have been tested for each test level with a total
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of fifteen samples tested for each board assembly. Better reliability is generally seen for
the MCS board assembly although there is some variance in the failure data.

Drops to Failure

G-level
30,000g
40,000g
50,000g

4
7
4

7
5
4

9
5
4

8
4
5

8
6
4

*Failure is defined as an open circuit in the daisy chain using IPC-SM785 standard

CCGA

Figure 3-22: CCGA horizontal orientation high-g reliability results

Drops to Failure

G-level
30,000g
40,000g
50,000g

30
13
11

21
10
1

36
17
10

43
20
7

31
26
5

*Failure is defined as an open circuit in the daisy chain using IPC-SM785 standard

MCS
Figure 3-23: MCS horizontal orientation high-g reliability results
ANOVA analysis has been performed to report a graphical representation of the
reliability of each board assembly. Figure 3-24 shows the number of drops to failure for
the MCS package. The number of drops to failure decrease with the increase in g-level
from 30,000g to 50,000g. Figure 3-25 shows the number of drops to failure for the
CCGA. The number of drops to failure decrease with the increase in g-level from
30,000g to 50,000g. A one-way ANOVA analysis has been performed to compare the
reliability of the MCS package versus the CCGA package.
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Figure 3-26 shows the

ANOVA analysis performed for the 30,000g test level. The plot shows that the microcoil spring interconnect outperform the column interconnect at this test level. Figure
3-27 shows a similar one-way ANOVA plot for the 40,000g test level. Similarly, the plot
show that the MCS interconnect has greater reliability at this test level. Figure 3-28
shows the one-way ANOVA analysis performed for the 50,000g test level. The MCS
interconnect outperforms the CCGA. The micro-coil spring outperforms the column
interconnect at every g-loading between 30,000g and 50,000. The micro-coil interconnect
has higher shock survivability at the highest g-level tested of 50,000g compared to the
column interconnect at the lowest g-level tested of 30,000g.

Figure 3-24: Effect of G-loading on MCS interconnect reliability
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Figure 3-25: Effect of G-loading on CCGA interconnect reliability

MCS @ 30,000g

CCGA @ 30,000g

Figure 3-26: Micro-Spring Coil Vs Column Interconnect reliability at 30,000g
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MCS @ 40,000g

CCGA @ 40,000g

Figure 3-27: Micro-Spring Coil Vs Column Interconnect reliability at 40,000g

MCS @ 50,000g

CCGA @ 50,000g

Figure 3-28: Micro-Spring Coil Vs Column Interconnect reliability at 50,000g
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Vertical Orientation Reliability Results
Reliability of both the MCS and the CCGA board assemblies have been analyzed
using daisy chained in conjunction with a high speed data acquisition system. Resistance
of the packages has been monitored using a modified wheat stone bridge configuration.
The failures have been defined using the IPC-SM785 standard. The failure data for both
board assemblies have been reported in table format in Figure 3-29 and Figure 3-30. The
failures have been reported for the low, mid, and high test levels. Each cell in the table
represents a tested sample. Five samples have been tested for each test level with a total
of fifteen samples tested for the MCS board assembly. Only two board assemblies are
tested for the CCGA board assembly. Much better reliability is observed for the CCGA
board assembly. Testing is conducted up to 120 drops for two test samples. Failure does
not occur for the CCGA. The MCS board assemblies are more susceptible to failure in
the vertical orientation. The full test matrix is examined for the MCS board assembly.
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G-level

Drops to Failure

3,000g

DNF @ 120 drops for two boards

*Failure is defined as an open circuit using IPC-SM785 standard

CCGA

Figure 3-29: CCGA vertical orientation failure results

Drops to Failure

G-level
2,000g
2,250g

2,500g
MCS

7
4
1

7
3
1

4
3
1

2
2
1

*Failure is defined as an open circuit using IPC-SM785 standard

Figure 3-30: MCS vertical orientation failure results
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Figure 3-31: Effect of G-level on MCS interconnect reliability

3.6

Failure Analysis

Horizontal Orientation Failure Modes
Failed MCS packages have been analyzed using a high powered optical
microscope. The predominant failure mode occurs due to shear shearing of the beryllium
copper coil (Figure 3-32 and Figure 3-33). Failure analyses of the column interconnect
shows that necking has occurred resulting in a brittle failure. The failures occur in the
column near the PCB interface as shown in Figure 3-34 to Figure 3-36.
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Ceramic Side

PCB Side
Figure 3-32: MCS Failure Mode-1
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Ceramic Side

PCB Side
Figure 3-33: MCS Failure Mode-2
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Ceramic Side

PCB Side
Figure 3-34: CCGA Failure Mode-2
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Ceramic Side

PCB Side
Figure 3-35: CCGA Failure Mode-1
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Figure 3-36: Column Failures
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Vertical Orientation Failure Modes
Failed MCS packages have been analyzed using a high powered optical
microscope. The dominant failure mode occurs near the solder attachment point. The
failure occurs at the ends of the spring near the solder. Figure 3-37 and Figure 3-38 are
images showing the predominant failure modes. A zoomed in view of the failure is also
shown in the figures. Failure occurs directly through the spring. Failures occur on either
the PCB side or the ceramic side but all observed failures occur near the solder
attachment point and through the beryllium spring itself instead of through the solder
interconnect.
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PCB Side

Figure 3-37: MCS Failure Mode-1 for vertical orientation
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PCB Side
Figure 3-38: MCS Failure Mode-2 for vertical orientation
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3.7

Finite Element Analysis Approach

Explicit finite element models have been developed to simulate to drop impact of the
board. Response of the printed circuit board has been simulated and correlated with
results obtained from experimental data. Figure 3-39 shows a schematic of the typical
approach of using a global-local submodeling. Global-local submodeling requires two
models. The global model is meshed coarsely using a smeared property approach [Lall
2004, 2005].

Local models are meshed finely with greater detail.

Displacement

boundary conditions extracted from the global model are used as inputs to analyze the
local model. The global model is validated and correlated with experimental strain
values. It is meshed using a reduced integration solid element type, C3D8R. The global
model used for the analysis is shown in Figure 3-40. The global model is analyzed using
approximated elements for the base plate and the standoff screws. The impact region is
modeled as a rigid surface to reflect the rigidity of the actual impact surface. A R3D4
rigid element is used. The rigid element is bounded in all directions and is strictly there
to serve as a contact region between the two surfaces. The finite element analysis set up
is shown in Figure 3-41.
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Input Boundary Conditions
Figure 3-39: Global-Local submodeling
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Drop direction

Figure 3-40: Global model

Base plate

Stand off screws
Rigid floor element
Figure 3-41: Global model FEA set up
The submodel for the MCS board assembly has been created using C3D8R solid
elements and SPRINGA spring elements. The MCS array is modeled fully including the
ceramic substrate and aluminum mass. To reduce computational time and focus on
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interconnects susceptible to failure, only the corner interconnects have been modeled in
detail. The springs are de-featured and modeled using square cross sections instead of
circular cross sections. This has been done to save computational time and allow for the
aligning of different mesh densities in the finite element model. The rest of the area array
interconnects have been approximated using spring elements. In the past, Timoshenko
beams have been used in conjunction with conventional shell elements and continuum
a,b

a-e

a-d

shell elements [Lall 2006 , 2007 , 2008 ]. A similar approach is taken in this study
using spring elements. The MCS array finite element submodel is shown in Figure 3-42.
The detailed finite element model of the MCS interconnect is shown in Figure 3-43.

PCB

Spring
Elements

Aluminum
Mass

Fully
modeled
MCS

Figure 3-42: MCS Array Submodel
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Ceramic
Substrate

Closed
Coils

Active
Coils
Copper
Pads

Sn63Pb37
Figure 3-43: Detail MCS interconnect FEA model
The axial spring element, SPRINGA, requires two geometrical nodes.

SPRINGA

elements are unidirectional and will only have a line of action according to the two
specified nodes. The only input required is the spring constant. The spring constant for
the MCS interconnect is approximated using Equation 3.1 where D is defined by the
Equation 3.2

Gd 4
8D 3

(3.1)

D  Douter  d

(3.2)

k

G is the shear modulus, d is the wire diameter, D is the mean diameter, Douter is the spring
diameter, and η is the number of active coils. The shear modulus is approximated using
the material properties of beryllium copper.
SPRINGA element is shown in Figure 3-44.
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A single element cross section of a

PCB
Spring
element
Ceramic
substrate
Heat sink

Figure 3-44: SPRINGA element
The submodel for the CCGA board assembly has been created using C3D8R solid
elements and B31, Timoshenko beam elements. The column array is modeled fully
including the ceramic substrate and aluminum mass. To reduce computational time and
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focus on interconnects susceptible to failure, only the corner interconnects have been
modeled in detail. In the past, Timoshenko beams have been used in conjunction with
a,b

a-e

a-d

conventional shell elements and continuum shell elements [Lall 2006 , 2007 , 2008 ].
The same approach has been used in this study.

The CCGA array finite element

submodel is shown in Figure 3-45. The detailed finite element model of the MCS
interconnect is shown in Figure 3-46.
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Interconnect
Beam
Elements

Aluminum
Mass

Fully
modeled
column

Ceramic
Substrate

Figure 3-45: CCGA Array Submodel
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Sn10Pb90

Sn5Pb95
Copper
Pads

Figure 3-46: Detail CCGA interconnect
The Timoshenko beam element, B31, requires two geometrical nodes. It is a linear beam
with all motional degrees of freedoms active. The beam cross section has been defined
using a circular cross section with an identical radius to the detailed CCGA interconnect
model. The material properties have also been kept the same between the detailed CCGA
model and the beam element model. A schematic showing a single beam cross section is
shown in Figure 3-47.
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Figure 3-47: B31 element
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3.8

Finite Element Analysis Results

Global Model FEA Results
The global finite element model is analyzed using an Abaqus solver. The model is
analyzed as an explicit and dynamic problem. Strains extracted from the finite element
analysis are correlated with experimental strain values. The global model shows good
correlation. A time history of the finite element analysis is shown in Figure 3-48. The
key frames of the analysis show the initial downward deflection and the rebounding
upward deflection that occurs.

@ t=2.4ms

@ t=1.5ms

@ t=.9 ms

@ t=0ms

Figure 3-48: Global model FEA time history
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Global finite element models are correlated using experimental results obtained
from DIC. The out of plane deflection contour is correlated for each of the three test
levels. Figure 3-49 through Figure 3-51 show a comparison between FEM and DIC for
out of plane deflection. The results show that the FEA deflection contours correlate well
with the experimental DIC contours. Strain values have also been correlated. Strain is
measured on the bottom side at the center of the test board along the length of the board.
The results show a very good correlation between experimental strain data and simulation
strain data. Plots showing the correlation results for each of the test levels are shown in
Figure 3-52 through Figure 3-54.

Figure 3-49: Displacement for 30,000g: DIC vs. FEA
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Figure 3-50: Displacement for 40,000g: DIC vs. FEA

Figure 3-51: Displacement for 50,000g: DIC vs. FEA
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Figure 3-52: FEA vs. Experimnetal Strain - 30,000g
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Figure 3-53: FEA vs. Experimental Strain - 40,000g
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Figure 3-54: FEA vs. Experimental Strain - 50,000g

Sub-model Finite Element Analysis Results
The submodel for CCGA is analyzed using a global local modeling approach. A time
history of the Von-mises stress is shown in Figure 3-55. Analysis of the individual stress
components shown in Figure 3-56 shows that the highest stress values occur in the out of
plane Z direction. This correlates well with the necking that occurs during both failure
modes.
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PCB side

0.0 ms

1.2 ms

2.4 ms

3.6 ms

Figure 3-55: CCGA Von-mises stress contour
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4.8 ms

Figure 3-56: CCGA stress components
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Figure 3-57: MCS deflection time history
Figure 3-58 shows the stress contours that occur while the coil is in compression. Model
predictions indicate that the failure is likely to occur in the coils of the MCS. This
correlates well with the failure analysis. Figure 3-59 shows the stress contours that occur
at the maximum coil deflection. Results show that the shear stresses in the coil are the
highest in magnitude. Similar to the compression contours, stress concentrations occur
only for the two shear stress contours. Similarly, according to the simulation, failure is
likely to occur in the coils of the MCS. This again correlates well with failure analysis.
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Figure 3-58: MCS stress components during compression
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Figure 3-59: MCS stress components at max deflection
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4.

Finite Element Analysis and Evaluation of Warpage for Package-on-Package (PoP)
Components

4.1

Introduction
The demand for increases in I/Os and decrease in package size has created a trend

of using 3D packaging architectures. Three-dimensional packages utilize space in the
out-of-plane direction to decrease the amount of board space used while still increasing
the number of inputs and outputs. One of the more common package architectures used
in 3D packaging technology is the PoP (Package on Package) component type. In this
configuration, two or more packages are generally stacked on top of each other with one
of the packages generally being a logic type and the other being memory type. A
schematic of a common PoP configuration is shown in Figure 4-1. For proper boardlevel assembly, great care must be taken to ensure co-planarity exists between the stacked
packages. This is of greatest concern during the reflow process where a large amount of
warpage occurs due to high temperatures.
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Figure 4-1: A common PoP configuration
Warpage is defined as the out of plane displacement that occurs in electronic
components due to processing conditions, material properties selection, and package
architecture. In the past, studies have been performed to examine the warpage that occurs
in packages during reflow processes [Yen 2008, Lin 2008, Sun 2008]. A mismatch in the
CTE of the various layers of the package such as the die, the mold, and the substrate
results in either a positive or negative warpage. Slower expansion of the mold and faster
expansion of the substrate results in the smiley face up warpage. More expansion of the
mold and less expansion of the substrate may result in a smiley face down warpage. A
schematic showing this phenomenon is shown in Figure 4-2. The mismatch of the CTE
is of greatest concern when the package is exposed to higher temperatures such as those
of a reflow environment.

Warpage is characterized as positive or negative according to

the shape it produces from a 2D perspective. The sign convention used for this study is
shown in Figure 4-3. Smiley face down is defined as a positive warpage while smiley
face up is defined as a negative warpage.
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Figure 4-2: Warpage phenomenon schematic

Figure 4-3 : Warpage sign convention
Since electronic packages are more susceptible to warping at high and low
temperatures, warpage during a solder reflow environment is an important factor to
consider. Conventionally, shadow moiré interferometery is used to measure the warpage
of a package during temperature changes. In this study, an image processing technique
called DIC, digital image correlation, is also used. In the past, DIC has been used to
measure full field displacement and deformation in electronics subjected to drop events
[Lall 2007b, 2008a,b, Miller 2007, Park 2007a,b, 2008], the damping ratio on the surface
of a board [Peterson 2008], bending on portable products subjected to impact testing
[Scheijgrond 2005], solder interconnect stresses under thermal loadings for BGA package
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types [Bieler 2006, Rajendra 2002, Sun 2006, Xu 2006, Yogel 2001, Zhang 2005, Zhou
2001], and stresses and strains under thermal loading for flip-chip dies [Kehoe 2006].
Warpage values are greatly affected by process conditions, material properties
and package architecture. Previously researchers have analyzed the effects of material
properties on package warpage using finite element analysis [Amagai 2010, Sun 2008].
For this study, the effects of process conditions are assumed as an initial condition and
the effects of material properties and package architecture are examined in detail using
FEA. Table 4-1 shows the ranges of package architecture and material properties that
have been examined.
Table 4-1: Range of values examined

Parameter

Values

Package Dimensions

12-14 mm

EMC Thickness

0.2-0.3 mm

Substrate Thickness

80-120 µm
um

EMC CTE1

10-16 ppm/C

EMC CTE2

34-74 ppm/C

EMC E1

18-26 GPa

EMC E2

0.6-3 GPa

Substrate CTE

3-7 ppm/C

Substrate Elastic Modulus

25-35 GPa

Chip Dimensions

7-10 mm

Chip Thickness

50-150 µm
um

Chip CTE

2-3 ppm/C

Chip Elastic Modulus

140-170 GPa
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In this study, finite element modeling has been used to determine the effects of
various input values on warpage. The examined values include variations on material
properties and package dimensions.

The material properties examined include the

properties of the epoxy molding compound, the core material found in the substrate, and
the die material. Material properties such as the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE)
and the elastic modulus (E) of each compound have been varied to see the effect it has on
warpage. Geometric architecture values have also been varied to examine the effects that
layer thickness has on warpage. The thickness of the epoxy molding compound, the
substrate core, and the chip has been varied to study to effects it has on warpage.
Another influential factor on warpage may be the effects of die dimensions.

Die

dimensions have been varied within a reasonable range to determine the effects it has on
warpage.

4.2

Test Vehicles

Two different package types are used as test vehicles for this study. Test Vehicle-1 is a
PoP package which utilizes copper landing pads for 3D stacking.

The package

architecture is shown in Figure 4-4 and the package specifications are shown in Table
4-2.
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Figure 4-4: Test vehicle 1 package architecture
Table 4-2: Test vehicle 1 package specifications

Package Size

Package-A
12mm x 12mm

Package-B
14mm x 14mm

Package Thickness

0.6mm

0.6mm

7mm x 7mm
8.9mm x 8.9mm
100 μm
100 μm
0.5mm Pitch, 305 I/O
0.5mm Pitch, 353 I/O
Bottom
23x23 Matrix 4 rows, 26x26 Matrix 4 rows, 12NC, A1
12NC, A1 Ball
Ball

Die Size
Die Thickness
Footprint
Side

Test Vehicle-2 is a PoP package that uses through mold via (TMV) technology for 3D
stacking. The package architecture for Test Vehicle-2 is shown in Figure 4-5 and the
package specifications are shown in Table 4-3.

Figure 4-5: Test vehicle 2 package architecture
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Table 4-3: Test vehicle 2 package specifications

Package-A

Package-B

Package Size

12mm x 12mm

14mm x 14mm

Package Thickness

0.6mm

0.50mm - 0.57mm

Die Size

8.47mm x 8.24mm

9mm x 9mm

Die Thickness

60 - 100 μm

100 μm

Footprint Bottom Side

0.4mm Pitch, 559 I/O
28x28 Matrix, DePopulated
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0.5mm Pitch, 325 I/O

4.3

Experimental Set Up

A conventional lead-free reflow oven is used for this study. Test vehicles have been
exposed to a lead-free reflow temperature profile to simulate the temperature changes
present during an actual reflow process. The reflow profile has a peak temperature of
250 °C. The temperature profile used for this experiment is shown in Figure 4-6.

Reflow Temperature Profile

Temperature ( C)

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

50

100
150
200
Time (seconds)

250

300

Figure 4-6: Temperature profile for reflow
A glass window installed on top of the lead free reflow oven allows for visual
inspection of components while reflow is occurring. Two high resolution low speed
cameras simultaneously capture images of the test specimen while the package is being
subjected to the reflow temperature profile. Figure 4-7 is a schematic showing the
experimental set up used in this study.
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High resolution cameras

Speckle coated
specimen
Figure 4-7: Experimental set up
An optical method, digital image correlation (DIC), has been used to measure the
warpage in packages during reflow.

The usability of DIC for displacement

measurements in electronic assemblies has been shown [Lall 2007a-e, 2008a-d]. Digital
image correlation is a technique that uses speckle patterns on the surface of the test
specimen to trace a geometric point during deformation. This information is then used to
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determine the out of plane deformation. The specimens must be de-balled to provide a
flat surface for speckle coating processes.

Figure 4-8 is a schematic showing the

principle of DIC for a three dimensional case.

Figure 4-8: Digital image correlation for a 3D case
A full field displacement contour is obtained from image processing. Warpage is
typically measured from the corners of the package to the center. This same convention
is used for this study. Figure 4-9 shows a representative warpage contour along with the
diagonal along which warpage is measured.
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Speckle Coat

Perform DIC

[1]

Measure warpage
along the diagonal

Figure 4-9: DIC Out-of-plane displacement contour
4.4

Finite Element Analysis

Finite element analysis is performed to determine the effects of material properties and
package architecture on warpage. Test vehicle 2, package type A is modeled. Detailed
models of all layers are considered including the epoxy molding compound (EMC),
silicon die, copper layers, prepreg, and laminate core.

Isotropic and homogeneous

properties are assumed. The effects of through mold vias are also considered and have
been modeled as well. Solder balls have not been included in the model to reflect the
effects of de-balling that has been used for the experimental portion. Figure 4-11 shows
the finite element model of the TMV package.
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Figure 4-10: Test Vehicle 1 Package Type A FEM
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Figure 4-11: Test Vehicle 2 Package Type A FEM
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The model is analyzed using C3D8R solid elements.

A static thermal analysis is

performed using ABAQUS. Temperature boundary conditions are prescribed to reflect
the reflow temperature profile used during experimentation. Material properties are
determined using a dynamic-mechanical analyzer (DMA) and a thermo-mechanical
analyzer (TMA). Changes to material properties above and below the glass transition
temperature (Tg) have been accounted. Visco-elastic effects are ignored for this study.
Perfect adhesion between layers is assumed. A quarter symmetry model is used. As
shown in Figure 4-12, quarter symmetry constraints are applied by constraining
displacement in the X direction for nodes on the ZY plane and the Y direction for nodes
on the XZ plane.

Figure 4-12: Quarter symmetry nodal constraints
The effects material property selection and package architecture have on package
warpage are investigated. A baseline finite element analysis is defined using material
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properties obtained from the TMA and DMA. Material properties are varied from the
baseline values to determine the effects material selection has on warpage during reflow.
As with the experimental data, warpage is measured along the diagonal from the corner
to the center of the package. The results from the finite element analysis are shown in
Figure 4-13. Figure 4-14 shows a contour plot of the out of plane displacement for the
finite element analysis at 250 °C for a fully symmetrical case. The quarter symmetry
model results are rotated to create the full model results. Figure 4-15 shows the contour
plot at key temperatures.

Quarter symmetry
Z-displacement
contour
Figure 4-13: Quarter symmetry Z-displacement result
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Y
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Z

Figure 4-14: Fully symmetrical warpage representation at 250C
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Temperature = 25 C Warpage = -58µm

Temperature = 95 C Warpage = -14µm

Temperature = 200 C

Warpage = 45µm

Temperature = 220 C

Warpage = 64.3µm

Temperature = 250 C

Warpage = 84.7µm

Figure 4-15: Warpage at key temperatures
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The finite element results are correlated with experimental warpage values.
Warpage has been measured from room temperature to the peak reflow temperature.
Figure 4-16 shows a plot of the correlation between the baseline experimental data and
the baseline finite element analysis. There is good correlation.
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Temperature ( C)

Figure 4-16: Experimental warpage Vs. FEA warpage
The effect of material property selection has on warpage is investigated by varying
material property values such as CTE and elastic modulus in the finite element analysis.
The effects of package architecture on package warpage has also been investigated by
varying characteristics of the package architecture including package length, package
width, package thickness, die thickness, die length, die width, and core thickness.
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4.5

Material Properties and Dimensions Effects on Warpage

Core Properties Variation
Figure 4-17 shows the effects of core CTE variation. The trend shows that increasing the
CTE of the core material will results in a higher warpage at the peak temperature. The
opposite is true for the variation of the core elastic modulus. Figure 4-18 shows that as
the elastic modulus of the core material increases, the warpage decreases at the peak
temperature. Figure 4-19 shows a trend of decreasing warpage at peak temperature as the
thickness of the core material is increased.
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Figure 4-17: Warpage for substrate core CTE variation
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Figure 4-18: Warpage for substrate core E variation
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Figure 4-19: Warpage for core thickness variation

Silicon Die Properties Variation
Figure 4-20 shows that a very small change occurs in the warpage at the peak
temperature as the CTE of the silicon die is changed. There is very little change from the
variation since the range of values for the CTE of silicon is very small. The elastic
modulus of silicon has a larger range of values. Figure 4-21 shows an increasing trend of
warpage at peak temperature as the elastic modulus increases. The orthotropic properties
of silicon are shown in Table 4-4.

A large change in warpage from die thickness

variation is shown in Figure 4-22. The trend shows that increases in die thickness will
results in high warpage values. Figure 4-23 shows a positive trend in warpage as the
dimensions of the die are increased.
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Table 4-4: Silicon orthotropic material properties
Direction Elastic Modulus Units

Warpage (µm)

100

[100]

129.5

GPa

[110]

168.0

GPa

[111]

186.5

GPa
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Figure 4-20: Warpage for silicon die CTE variation
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Figure 4-21: Warpage for die E variation
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Figure 4-22: Warpage for die thickness variation
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Figure 4-23: Warpage for die dimension variation
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300

Mold Properties Variation
Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25 show a decreasing trend in warpage for both cases where the
CTE above and below liquidus temperature (Tg) is increased. Figure 4-26 shows a very
small change in warpage below the Tg for change in Mold E1. Conversely, the warpage
shows large variation with changes in Mold E2. A decreasing trend of warpage as E2 is
increasing is shown in Figure 4-27 An increase in the thickness of the epoxy molding
compound is shown to have a decrease in warpage in 4-28.
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Figure 4-24: Warpage for mold CTE1 variation
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Figure 4-25: Warpage for mold CTE2 variation
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Figure 4-26: Warpage for mold E1 variation
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Figure 4-27: Warpage for mold E2 variation
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Figure 4-28: Warpage for mold thickness variation

4.6

Warpage Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis of warpage for the PoP package is performed. The analysis is

performed by using the baseline finite element model results has a reference point.
Figure 4-29 is a plot showing the warpage values for each material property at a
temperature below the glass transition temperature. The reported warpage values occur
at the temperature of 75°C. The red dashed line in the figure indicates the warpage value
of the baseline model. Warpage values which are near the dashed line indicate that the
variance of that material property value in particular is not influential. Warpage values
that are either larger or smaller than the baseline value indicate that the material property
in particular has an influence on warpage below the glass transition temperature. To
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better illustrate this point, a sensitivity plot is shown in Figure 4-30. This figure shows
the percent change each material property variation has from the baseline warpage value.
The percent change is calculated by subtracting the baseline warpage value from the
varied warpage value and dividing that value by the baseline value. The sensitivity plot
shows that the coefficient of thermal expansion of the epoxy molding compound below
the glass transition temperature has a very large effect on package warpage. The EMC
thickness and die thickness are also very influential to package warpage below the glass
transition temperature.
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Figure 4-29: Warpage comparison below Tg
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Sensitivity Analysis for Warpage Below Tg (75 C)
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Figure 4-30: Sensitivity analysis: percent change from baseline warpage below Tg
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A similar approach has been used to analyze the sensitivity of material properties
and package dimensions above the glass transition temperature. Figure 4-31 is a plot
showing the warpage values for each material property at a temperature above the glass
transition temperature. The reported warpage values occur at the temperature of 250°C.
Similar to the plots shown for the warpage values below the glass transition temperature,
the red dashed line in the figure indicates the warpage value of the baseline model.
Warpage values which are near the dashed line indicate that the variance of that material
property value in particular is not influential. Warpage values that are either larger or
smaller than the baseline value indicate that the material property in particular has an
influence on warpage below the glass transition temperature. To better illustrate this
point, a sensitivity plot is shown in Figure 4-32. From the sensitivity plot, it can be seen
that elastic modulus of the epoxy molding compound above the glass transition
temperature has a very large effect on package warpage.

The EMC thickness, die

thickness, and EMC CTE2 are also large contributors to package warpage above the glass
transition temperature.
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Change from Baseline Warpage Above Tg (250 C)
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Figure 4-31: Warpage comparison above Tg
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Sensitivity Analysis for Warpage Above Tg (250 C)
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Figure 4-32: Sensitivity analysis: percent change from baseline warpage above Tg
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To better analyze the effects of each material property above and below the glass
transition temperature, a sensitivity plot containing warpage results from above the glass
transition temperature and below the glass transition temperature is shown in Figure 4-33.
The figure shows that certain material properties play a larger role in package warpage
than others.

The epoxy molding compound material properties and dimensional

properties have the greatest influence on package warpage both above and below the
glass transition temperature. The coefficient of thermal expansion of the silicon die has
the least effect on package warpage. This is largely due to the fact that thermal properties
of silicon have very little variation. The effects of silicon die elastic modulus are greater
although still very small. The silicon die dimensions are very influential to warpage
above the glass transition temperature and the die thickness is influential to warpage both
below and above the glass transition temperature. The effects of substrate core material
properties on warpage are low. It should be noted that the material properties above and
below the glass transition temperature mainly influence warpage at those temperatures.
For example, the coefficient of thermal expansion of the epoxy molding compound below
the glass transition temperature does not have a large influence on warpage of the
package above the glass transition temperature. With that in mind, the glass transition
temperature is shown to play a critical role in package warpage with respect to
temperature.
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Sensitivity Analysis for Warpage Comparison
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Figure 4-33: Sensitivity analysis for warpage comparison above and below Tg
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5.

Summary, Conclusions, and Future Work

The primary focus of this study has been to evaluate the reliability of second level
interconnect devices subjected to various environmental conditions.

The main

motivation behind this study is to ensure that electronic systems subjected to these
environmental effects during real-world applications are capable of survival.

The

conditions examined in this study include drop and thermal. This study also addressed
the feasibility of using FE models in place of experimentation to examine test conditions
which are either too costly to perform experimentally or simply too time consuming.
Since such importance has been place on the finite element analysis section of this study,
it is important to understand the risks and cautions one should expect and realize the
various effects and variables that may cause error.
In Chapter 3, the effects of drop and shock tests on second level solder interconnects
was shown. High-G drop tests were performed on a JEDEC form factor test board. A
ceramic MCS grid array package was tested for shock survivability. The shock
survivability of the MCS package was compared with a CCGA package. Benchmark tests
were performed to determine the appropriate test levels. High speed cameras were used to
observe board deflections. Reliability of the MCS in a 0° horizontal orientation was
measured for three different test levels: 30,000g, 40,000g, and 50,000g. Reliability of the
interconnects at the vertical orientation was also considered at three different test levels:
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2000g, 2250g, and 2500g. The failure modes have been studied with optical microscopy.
High speed cameras were used to capture and analyze board deflection during testing.
Digital image correlation (DIC) was used to extract deformation contours. Finite element
models were created using a global local modeling approach. Models showed good
correlation with experimental strain and displacement. Detailed local models showed
good correlation with observed failure modes.
Possible future work with this study would be to examine the effects an
intermediate orientation such as a 45° orientation on the reliability of the micro-coil
spring. This study revealed that the micro-coil spring is incredibly susceptible to failure
at the 90° orientation but very robust compared to the CCGA at the horizontal
orientation.

It may also be interesting to investigate the effect of micro-coil

manufacturing position on reliability. In the current configuration, there was no method
made in placing the micro-coil spring array in an orientation that would optimize
performance. Future work could involve creating a specimen in which the micro-coil
spring is placed at a fixed rotational angle. It could be expected that the stress
concentration location would change depending on how the springs are located. Lastly, a
symmetrical loading condition in which the electronic package is placed at the center of
the board could result in more consistent reliability performance.

The current

configuration creates asymmetric displacement loads since the package of interest is not
directly at the center of the board.
In Chapter 4, a study investigating the warpage of a package on package (PoP)
components was presented. Optical methods of measurements such as digital image
correlation (DIC) and shadow moiré interferometery were used to measure the warpage
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of the package in-situ during the test. The study investigated the effects of various
process conditions and materials selections on warpage. In particular, the study aimed to
determine the warpage during temperatures close to reflow temperature levels. The study
presented a finite element analysis approach to investigating the effects of various
parameters on warpage. The effects of material properties variation was shown including
variation of the coefficient of thermal expansions and elastic modulus of the epoxy
molding compound, the substrate core material, and the silicon die material.

The

coefficient of thermal expansion both below and above the glass transition temperature
was investigated. The elastic modulus above and below the glass transition temperature
was also investigated. The finite element models were also used to investigate the effects
of package architecture on warpage. The study presented warpage variation with respect
to mold thickness, die thickness, and die length and width. Lastly, a sensitivity analysis
was performed to determine the influence of each parameter on warpage. The sentitivty
analysis showed that the epoxy molding compound had a large influence on warpage
values both above and below the glass transition temperature.
In the future, examination of the effects of different material properties and process
conditions could be done experimentally rather than through the use of a finite element
model. This would improve the real world accuracy since the finite element analysis
requires some assumptions. In this study, only reflow temperatures are investigated.
However, electronics may be exposed to temperatures much higher or lower than reflow
cycles. It would be interesting to see how much warpage changes at extremely high and
low temperatures on electronic assemblies.
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